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8 Macro Factors That Will Shape the 2020s 3

• COVID-19 changed the way businesses operate, but executives must look beyond the pandemic to other global 
issues that will shape business in the 2020s.

• It might dominate headlines, but it’s just one of eight key factors reshaping business in this decade. The pandemic 
will have long-lasting and far-reaching impact on the business world, but other shifts in macrobusiness environment 
areas — such as oil prices, weakening international relationships and climate change — have not gone away.

1. Global Pandemic - The pandemic will affect societal behaviors like personal hygiene and personal space 
norms, social gatherings and family interactions, the savings ratio and consumer buying habits. 

2. Market crash and recession - Consider a variety of business and economic growth rate curves and test 
recovery plans against different possibilities. It’s likely that organizations will see reconfiguration and trend 
shifts in capital markets. 

3. Tech exuberance fade - Revisit plans for speculative investment in new technology as skeptical boards 
reduce interest in less-proven technology. Begin thinking about restructuring plans for digital transformation 
in the current environment. There will be a trend toward outcome focus and pragmatism over open 
experimentation and innovating with the latest technologies. 

4. Talent shortage - Reconsider what skill sets will be needed in the post-COVID-19 world and begin or increase 
reskilling programs during downtimes. Also consider rethinking remote work or gig economy options.

5. Systemic mistrust - Consider whether consumers will continue to be loyal to long-standing brands or shift to 
those that have supplies of limited goods. CEOs had to make difficult decisions in response to COVID-19.

6. Weak productivity - The cost of operating in a socially distanced world will increase costs, requiring 
significant reengineering to return to pre-COVID productivity. 

7. Oil price conflict - Consider how hydrocarbon energy will compete with solar and wind and how this will 
impact global aviation, chemicals, plastics and others. Also, consider the possibility that an overshoot on oil 
supply cutbacks could cause the price to spike again.

8. Climate change - Although temporarily overshadowed by COVID-19, executives should assume it will 
continue to influence businesses for the next decade.
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United States COVID-Growth Curves 4

• The exponential nature of viral spread means that pandemics 
are fast-moving and dynamic.

• Combine this with the high interconnectedness of modern life 
and pandemics can evolve quickly. In just a few weeks, previous 
hotspots can cool down, while new high-risk areas can crop up 
seemingly out of nowhere.

• In the United States, like many other places in the world, the 
virus is hitting regions differently, and this landscape is 
constantly changing over time.

• States are organized by the date that weekly average cases 
peaked, from top to bottom. Data is normalized and is current 
until June 16th, and states are colored based on regional 
definitions (i.e. Northeast, Midwest, West, South) as defined by 
the U.S. Census Bureau.

• When looking purely at active cases, the situation has evolved 
considerably from a geographical perspective.

• Early on, COVID-19 cases were more concentrated in coastal 
population centers, especially in the Northeast. New York, New 
Jersey, and Massachusetts, the three hardest hit states per 
capita so far, saw cases peak in April.

• However, a look at the bottom half of the visualization shows 
that generally, states in the South and West are starting to heat 
up with cases. Recent daily numbers confirm this, with CA, TX, 
FL, AZ, and NC all gaining more than 1,000 new cases on June 
17th.
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7 Supply Chain Lessons from Steve Jobs 5

• From working in the backyard to transforming the world, Steve Jobs has changed the perception of technology. A 
self-made businessman with an extraordinary vision shook the world with innovative products and designs.

• So what’s the special ingredient in Apple’s success? The answer lies in its supply chain process. Here’s what Steve 
Jobs taught us.

1. Customer is the Priority - The first and foremost supply chain lesson from Steve Jobs is to put customers as 
the priority and cost-cutting as secondary.

2. Don’t Set Achievable Targets – Jobs believed in pushing people to achieve to the best of their ability. In 
other words, achieving the impossible.

3. Set Streamlined Processes - Your supply chain process must not include complex tasks and processes. 
Whether it’s about inventory, warehouse, logistics, or more, each stage should have defined and 
streamlined processes.

4. Focus on Necessity and Act Accordingly - Your supply chain strategy must entail only the necessary 
touchpoints. Deciding what needs to be eliminated is as necessary is deciding what to incorporate.

5. Understand Your Product - Jobs focused on product simplification. But before doing that he analyzed the 
shortcomings of his product. Understanding your products and processes is an essential step to a successful 
supply chain strategy.

6. Don’t Be Afraid to Make Changes - After Jobs relished the success of the iPod, he realized that the product 
will meet its end soon. He knew that the smartphone makers will add built-in music players to their 
devices. That is why he started the manufacturing of iPhones. Soon after his death in 2011, iPods came to 
an end too in 2014.

7. Envision the Future - You may run a local or global business, but tracking your operational details is 
essential to your business.

• Wrapping-up - Apple’s supply chain process was not the best in its initial phases. However, it evolved gradually 
with the experiences and learnings. Steve Jobs revolutionized and transformed the digital world. His lessons shall 
always be remembered and valued.
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Bed Bath & Beyond closing these 63 stores by yearend
• Bed Bath & Beyond has unveiled the first group of stores it plans to shutter as part of its restructuring efforts.
• In July, the struggling home goods retailer said that it would close about 200 stores during the next two years to 

“right-size” its real estate portfolio, with most of the closings being its namesake banner. The first batch of stores, 63 
in all, will shutter by the end of the year, reported USA Today.

Costco net sales up 12.5% in Q4
Net sales for the quarter increased 12.5%, to USD52.28 billion from USD46.45 billion last year.

Japan's Cashless Vision Is Starting to Come to Fruition
• Cash has always been king in Japan—and continues to be the primary payment method used. But over the past 

year, the country has made inroads into becoming more of a cashless society.
• eMarketer forecasts 23.9m proximity mobile payment users in Japan this year, making up 21.5% of the country’s 

population. That’s an increase from 2019, when 19.1m people in Japan made a mobile point-of-sale transaction.
• By 2023, this will grow to 27.6m,  a ¼ m of the population will have used their device to complete a transaction.

Neiman Marcus exits Chapter 11 bankruptcy
• Neiman Marcus Group has emerged from bankruptcy protection, with new owners and a lot less debt. 
• The luxury department store retailer’s restructuring plan includes the elimination of more than $4 billion of its 

roughly $5.5 billion existing debt and more than $200 million of cash interest expense annually. Neiman Marcus said 
that it emerges from Chapter 11 with the full support of its creditors and new equity shareholders, and is now 
operating a strengthened capital structure, with no near-term maturities. 

Ipsos: Consumer confidence holds steady
The latest edition of the Ipsos Confidence Index, based on an online survey of 923 consumers conducted Sept. 22-23, 
finds the overall metric slightly declining 0.5 points to 53.9 from 54.4. The previous week’s score had been the highest 
recorded since the onset of the COVID-19 epidemic in March.
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American Home Shopping Boom Buoys Shipping Lines Across the Pacific
• An online home shopping boom in the U.S. has sent transpacific sea freight rates to the highest on record, helping 

the container shipping industry in Asia.
• Exports of household appliances from South Korea to the U.S. jumped 51% in August from the same period a year 

ago, climbing for a third consecutive month, Korea Customs Service data show. Shipments of computers, notebooks 
and other associated gadgets soared 169%.

• The increased consumer demand has seen shipping rates on the transpacific route almost triple from this year’s low 
in March, when the coronavirus pandemic led to border closures and a near halt in economic activity. With much of 
the world’s population housebound, demand for electronic goods and do-it-yourself items have rocketed. Retailers 
and consumers alike are also thinking about the Christmas holidays, and stocking up accordingly.

Comment
o ACC associates engaged in trans-Pacific shipping have been feverishly establishing alternate U.S. supply chain 

solutions for this booming M2H (Manufacturer 2 Home) industry. As opposed to selling to Home Depot, 
Walmart and other traditional customers, they are looking to sell directly to American consumers. 

o Pursuing higher margins, an alternative channel and exploiting the U.S. withdrawal from the international 
postal agreement, they have identified a lucrative alternative to decades-old trading practices.

o The U.S. allows consignments under US$800 in value to enter the U.S. sans tariffs, seeing increasing quantities 
of sub $800 LCL deliveries entering the U.S.

o American federal agencies, recognizing this, have applied for legislation relief – see Slide 23 below.
o Asian manufacturers are also looking to establish entities in Mexico to (i) provide shorter lead times (see slide 

13 in Weekly Update 31 of 2020) and (ii) create a Mexican sales platform.
o The challenges though are service, after and secondary market issues. 
o Walmart and other traditional retailers provide for returns, damage control and repair, and selling of 

redundant and surplus inventory to the Dollar stores and Winners-type secondary market. Asian 
manufacturers have not established these relationships or solutions, which will rapidly manifest as a problem.

⚓️gCaptain
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Picnic Netherlands forms Edeka purchasing alliance to support expansion
Dutch online grocer Picnic has formed a purchasing alliance with German-based Edeka to aide its international 
expansion ambitions. Under the plans, Picnic will leave its original purchasing partner Superunie and create a new 
organization, Everest. The partnership will support Picnic in building its assortment, with the imminent launch of its own 
private brand including French and English language labels, paving the way for international expansion.

Ahold Delhaize Albert Heijn launches delivery app for smaller households
Albert Heijn in the Netherlands is piloting a new, free delivery service for smaller households, specifically targeting 
single and two-person households with the introduction of its AH Compact app. While the available assortment is much 
smaller than provided by the regular service, including fewer large pack variants, the minimum order value has reduced 
from EUR50 to EUR35 with no delivery fee. The service has launched in Haarlem, near Amsterdam, and will be assessed 
prior to any roll out.

Grocery stores stockpile goods as second wave looms
• With winter coming and COVID-19 still spreading, worries about a second wave are spiking. To avoid more product 

shortages during a potential second wave of COVID-19, grocery stores across the U.S. are stockpiling goods. In the 
early days of the pandemic, grocery stores were focused on stockpiling weeks of supplies for shoppers, but their 
mindset has shifted to the long-term. Read the full article to learn more about how grocers are preparing for a 
pandemic winter. Household products -- including paper towels and Clorox wipes -- have been difficult to find at 
times during the pandemic, and if grocery stores aren't stocked up and prepared for second wave this winter, runs 
on products and shortages could happen again.

• Early on in the pandemic, grocery stores were focusing on stockpiling weeks of supplies for shoppers, but now food 
sellers are focusing on the long-term, aiming to stockpile supplies for months instead.

• With high demand for groceries comes higher prices in the aisles. Since March, more Americans have been eating at 
home — and their grocery expenses have been growing. This is partly due to the fact that food manufacturers and 
grocery stores are rethinking their pricing strategies now because demand is surging.

BUSINESS
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Amazon Sidewalk is coming to your neighborhood. Here's what you should know
• Amazon has had its sights set on the smart home ever since Alexa came along -- but now the online mega-retailer is 

thinking bigger and envisioning entire smart neighborhoods. First announced in 2019, the effort is called Amazon 
Sidewalk, and it uses a small fraction of your home's Wi-Fi bandwidth to pass wireless low-energy Bluetooth and 
900MHz radio signals between compatible devices across far greater distances than Wi-Fi is capable of on its own --
in some cases, as far as half a mile, Amazon says.

• You'll share that bandwidth with your neighbors, creating a sort of network of networks that any Sidewalk-
compatible device can take advantage of. Along with making sure things like outdoor smart lights and smart garage 
door openers stay connected when your Wi-Fi can't quite reach them, that'll help things like Tile trackers stay in 
touch if you drop your wallet while you're out on a walk, or if your dog hops the fence.

Walmart+ is bigger than just a response to Prime
• The membership program Walmart+, launched September 15, is more than just a response to Amazon Prime. The 

big news is that it shows Walmart has rethought its approach to loyalty and will now be leveraging customer 
management – and this shift has significant implications for every retailer that competes with Walmart.

• Few brick and mortar retailers have adopted Customer Management until recently, even though it has proven to be 
a profitable growth-driving platform. The exceptions include Kroger and Tesco – and Kroger enjoyed 53 consecutive 
quarters same store sales growth once it started working with Dunnhumby. 

Tata Group courts investors for new digital platform in bid to take on rivals Amazon, Jio
• Tata’s platform -- an e-commerce gateway for its consumer products and services ranging from beverages to jewelry 

and resorts -- may seek to compete with the ambitious plans of Ambani, Amazon.com and Walmart Inc.’s Indian 
venture Flipkart to tap the nascent market of more than 1 billion consumers.

• India’s Tata Group is in talks with potential investors about taking stakes in a new digital platform, people familiar 
with the matter said, seeking to modernize its consumer businesses as retail giants like Amazon.com Inc. and 
billionaire Mukesh Ambani pile into the country’s fledgling e-commerce market.
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September Shopper Sentiments

Sephora enlists Instacart for same-day delivery
• Sephora has teamed up with Instacart to provide same-day delivery of its beauty, skincare and wellness products, 

the company announced on Thursday. Shoppers can now have their orders delivered to them in as soon as an hour 
through the platform.

• Customers can access select Sephora Beauty Insider promotions and earn points on purchases made through 
Instacart's marketplace, the company said. U.S. and Canadian customers can also participate in the beauty retailer's 
Savings Events on Instacart, according to a press release emailed to Retail Dive.

• As part of the collaboration, Instacart modified its app design to help customers easily browse through Sephora's 
product selection.
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Bed Bath & Beyond offers fast delivery via Shipt, Instacart
Bed Bath & Beyond has launched same-day delivery service from stores in 48 states to consumers in select ZIP codes, 
in partnership with delivery services Shipt and Instacart. The retailer, which operates 955 Bed Bath & Beyond locations 
and 127 buybuy Baby stores, is in the midst of a turnaround effort led by former Target executive Mark Tritton, who 
took over as CEO last year

Natural Grocers Expands Wine and Beer Program
Natural Grocers is striving to become what it calls the neighborhood destination for a flavorful brew or wine pairing to 
complete a meal. Customers can now enjoy a one-stop shopping trip with organic, biodynamic, gluten-free, low-sugar 
and low-calorie selections to find their favorite adult beverages. The shop carries traditional fan favorites, along with a 
wide variety of new and unique offerings.

Amazon Tests Palm Biometrics for Retail Transactions
• Talk to the hand — that silly phrase could take on new meaning in food and other forms of retail,                                               

thanks to Amazon’s latest effort involving biometrics.
• On Tuesday, Sept. 29, Amazon debuted its “Amazon One” biometric payments and authentication tool,                                                   

among the latest technologies designed to remove friction from food and other parts of retail.
• The idea is to analyze the various parts of a person’s palm — lines and ridges, for instance — and use                                                      

that as a secure digital signature to enable payments and other tasks. That would free the customer from pulling 
out a payment card — or cash — to pay for purchases, and potentially add efficiency in the retail checkout process. 
Loyalty, the close sibling to payments, could be made easier as well.

• As of Sept. 29, customers at two Amazon Go stores in Seattle — the original Amazon Go store at 7th and 
Blanchard, as well as a location in the South Lake Union neighborhood at 300 Boren Avenue North — can use 
Amazon One.

• Customers need less than a minute to sign up for Amazon One at those stores 
• At the store they insert their credit card, hover their palm over the device and follow the prompts to associate that 

card with the unique palm signature being built by Amazon’s computer vision technology in real time.
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SACP KPI Snapshot

COVID-19 and the Supply Chain
• Crises can reveal weaknesses and, as the coronavirus spread around the globe, it made clear the lack of visibility 

many businesses had into offshore suppliers and manufacturers and demonstrated the fragility of their supply chains. 
It was a sobering wakeup call 30 years after many companies expanded their supply chains abroad to take advantage 
of much lower costs. 

• In a May survey by the Institute for Supply Management, 97% of respondents said coronavirus impacted their supply 
chain and 36% dealt with disruptions. Yet, as of March, 44% of respondents had no plan to overcome these 
disruptions. In other words, these companies could not maintain production at normal levels if, for example, they 
relied on a single supplier in China’s Hubei province, where the virus first surfaced. 

• Even before the pandemic, half of North American companies said they planned to reshore parts of their supply 
chain, a Bank of America survey showed. This was driven in large part because of the adversarial trading climate with 
China and secondly by the waning attraction of the low-cost Chinese labor environment.

• The debate at present surrounds whether to onshore, acquire production resources, near-shore or continue “as is”.
• As mentioned in previous issues, the final decision, aside form mandated legislative change, will rest on the financial 

result from any of these options. 
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The future of freight forwarding in a post-COVID-19 world – survey by Ti and Balloré Logistics

Survey available at https://www.ti-insight.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Ti-Bollor%C3%A9-The-Future-Of-Freight-Forwarding-In-A-Post-Covid-World-FINAL-4-1.pdf
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U.S. DOT Awards $320.6 Million for Rail Infrastructure and Safety Improvement Projects
The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) has announced that it is distributing $320.6 million to 50 projects that 
improve the safety, efficiency and reliability of freight rail and intercity passenger service in 29 states

51% of supply chain pros expect to increase circular economy focus
• 51% of supply chain professionals expect their focus on "circular economy strategies" to increase over the next two 

years, according to a Gartner survey of 528 supply chain professionals across the high-tech, industrial and food & 
beverage industries, conducted in May and June.

• Growth in supply chain sustainability strategies are propelled by two main factors — (i) products as a service model 
gaining traction, due to consumers wary of making large purchases, and (ii) the potential for circular economic 
strategies to enhance the security of raw materials by utilizing end-of-life products — Gartner’s Opportunity After 
Crisis Survey found.

• Accessing and reprocessing end-of-life products are                                                                             
the biggest challenges organizations face when                                                                               
transitioning from a linear to circular supply model,                                                                        
according to Gartner. 

• Instead of halting progress, the pandemic has                                                                                
resulted in many companies doubling down on                                                                                  
previous expectations that closed loop supply systems                                                                        
will become the norm by exposing latent issues with                                                                          
the current setup. Last year, Gartner predicted that                                                                         
within 10 years circular economies will replace linear                                                                                 
economies, revolutionizing the landscape. 

• The COVID-19 pandemic has shown that the strengths                                                                                        
of globalized supply chains can become a weakness                                                                            
when raw material availability and access plummet during a crisis.
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FedEx teams up with Reliable Robotics on autonomous cargo planes
• FedEx is working with Reliable Robotics to pilot the use of an unmanned                                                      

single-engine aircraft for cargo delivery, CEO Fred Smith said during the           annual stockholder meeting Monday.
• "This initiative deals with smaller turboprop airplanes and in this case the                                                 

single-engine C208, which we are looking at putting in very remote and                                                                         
uninhabited areas as part of our network," Smith said.

• The company does not have plans to replace its current aircraft fleet with                                                   
autonomous alternatives, he said, adding that the crews should not be                                                        
worried about the technology "for the foreseeable future — decades, I would say.“

Walmart, DroneUp, Quest to pilot drone delivery of COVID-19 tests
• Quest Diagnostics is working with retail giant Walmart and aeronautics company DroneUp to deliver at-home COVID-

19 tests by unmanned aerial vehicles.
• The pilot program will use drones to deliver self-collection kits to people who live near to a Walmart store in Las 

Vegas. The partners see the same-day, no-cost delivery service as a way to assess the broader applicability of drones 
to healthcare. The drone delivery service is part of a wave of consumer-focused testing initiatives, including drive-
thru collaborations between Walmart and diagnostic rivals Quest and LabCorp.

• People living in single-family homes within one mile of the store can order a test online and receive the kit via drone 
on the same day.”

Wilson buys 1K autonomous Locomation units for truck platooning
Autonomous trucking has been gaining momentum. The Wilson deal, which Locomation said is "the world’s first 
autonomous truck purchase order," comes on the heels of TuSimple's announcement with Volkswagen's Traton Group 
for the first European partnership between an OEM and a level 4 self-driving company, according to the companies. With 
Wilson, Locomation tested the Autonomous Relay Convoy technology and found it could reduce operating costs by 33% 
per mile, with an 8% reduction in fuel expense, the companies said.
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Supply Chains of the Future
From space deliveries to smart connected cities to blockchain-based tracking apps: How to get ready for the new world, 
Modern supply chain applications will be key to staying relevant and competitive in the future, but they can also fix 
today’s problems. An integrated, cloud-based platform of applications, with connected networks and data, can improve
performance now and prepare your organizations as these trends shape the future..
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How the pandemic is changing supply chain education
• The coronavirus pandemic has left many workers wondering how their jobs will change going forward. More remote 

work? More personal protective equipment? And supply chain managers have been flung into the thick of the 
pandemic, tasked with keeping goods flowing through the disruption of demand swings and capacity shifts in the 
freight market. As a result, supply chain professors are planning their lessons differently this school year to prepare 
students to enter a post-pandemic workforce.

• The U of Illinois stood up an online class alongside Coursera, an online learning platform for higher education, and 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, titled, "Managing Supply Chain Disruption During COVID-19.“

• The pandemic has highlighted the importance of supply chain management to the everyday consumer, according to 
Nehemiah Scott, director of the supply chain management program at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

• Scott developed the curriculum in 3.5 weeks. It focuses on supply chain disruption generally, but specifically looks at 
how the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted global and domestic supply chains. The curriculum from the online class 
will also make its way into the material for the undergraduate classes that Scott teaches, he said.

FedEx beefs up home delivery services as e-commerce items get bulkier
• FedEx is trying to get a firmer grip on the growing volume of bulky goods, such as exercise equipment and home 

improvement items, shoppers are buying online and having delivered to their homes.
• Final-mile deliveries of bulky goods through its FedEx Direct service have expanded from 80% of the US market to 

90%, and to support this, the integrator is building five large package facilities and expanding three others.
• Historically, FedEx and UPS have gone to some length to discourage bulky items in their parcel networks, especially 

those that cannot be handled by conveyor systems.
• Comment – Slide 24 of last week’s news update referred to this development. An ACC associate last week advised 

that they were landing 300 x 40’ containers in LA during the last quarter of this year – of exercise equipment, bulky 
and difficult to handle. This he said was product from manufacturers by-passing traditional U.S. retail companies (and 
erstwhile customers) in selling direct to American consumers. This development is set to grow exponentially in 
coming months and years.
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Amazon to launch in-home drone system
Amazon’s Ring system has developed a new drone-based interior security camera . The Always Home Cam can deploy 
from its charging dock and respond to security system alerts, or simply check around the home when homeowners are 
out and about. The benefit of using a drone system is its ability to provide full-home camera coverage without having to 
deploy a full home camera network. The system will launch next year at a price of USD249.99.

Morrisons Unveils New Home Delivery Measures To Feed The Nation
• Morrisons announced new measures to its online food box service that will help customers to get a delivery of 

groceries to their doorstep. 
• With demand for online delivery slots increasing across the retail sector, they will be offering more ways to help 

customers buy its pre-prepared food boxes. 
• New measures include: 

o Customers can opt for a weekly, fortnightly or monthly food box delivery so they can receive a regular and 
predictable home delivery. 

o Those who opt for this ‘subscription’ service will receive a 5% discount.
o To support customers who want to switch to its Food Boxes Morrisons is offering a further 20% discount 

which will apply to the first shop. 
o The company has set aside a facility in Wakefield with hundreds of staff to make food boxes for the nation.
o They are offering a Feed a Family Recipe Box to feed a family of four for five days

‘A heyday’ for rates on cross-border freight leaving Laredo
• Demand for goods coming in from Mexico at the Laredo, Texas, border crossing is spurring significant per-mile rate 

hikes for loads out of Laredo into the rest of the U.S.
• A factor is a supply chain trying to reckon with the upheaval COVID and shifting consumer demand have caused. 

With capacity tight and the spot market absorbing much of the unexpected load volume, rates have shot up.
• Dallas ranked as one of the top markets for outbound loads and dry van and reefer rates.
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CMA CGM expands into air freight
• Shipping line CMA CGM has announced the acquisition of 30% of Groupe Dubreuil Aéro, a French private airline 

group. This strategic cooperation is aimed at strengthening the group’s airfreight expertise.
• The CMA CGM Group will provide its logistics expertise to contribute to the development of Groupe Dubreuil Aéro 

cargo activity, notably through Hi Line Cargo, a subsidiary tasked with commercial distribution of freight on Air 
Caraïbes and French Bee’s aircrafts.

Japan Airlines sees future for drones 
• JAL on Wednesday announced a partnership with drone platform developer Matternet to test drone deliveries of 

health care goods in different environments throughout Japan.
• “Due to the lack of delivery personnel and the impact of the global pandemic, the necessity to respond to changes 

in the logistics industry has become more urgent than ever before and the use of drones may help realize 
automatic, contactless delivery services on remote islands, mountainous areas and even within the city,” JAL said.

• In August, the airline joined a consortium of transportation and technology specialists to test drone deliveries of 
medicines and food in Tokyo. They include delivering medicines from a warehouse in the city to St. Luke’s 
International Hospital and food deliveries in proximity to East Japan Railway stations in Tokyo.

• Matternet is one of the leading developers of urban drone logistics systems. The company began a partnership 
with Swiss Post in 2017 and sought regulatory approvals to expand into other markets, such as the U.S. 

• The company’s drones are part of UPS pharmaceutical deliveries at the WakeMed hospital campus in Raleigh, NC. 
• Matternet said its drone system has made more than 10,000 commercial flights in tests worldwide.
• Comment - however, in a separate April 2020 opinion, investment strategies firm Frost & Sullivan, in a research 

report, reported that drone applications have rapidly proliferated across industries, but their use for package 
deliveries in the U.S. is expected to remain largely grounded by regulatory and infrastructural hurdles during the 
next few years. 

• Since Amazon first began developing drones in 2013 for consumer deliveries, a multitude of companies, including 
UPS and FedEx, have stepped forward with their own plans for the technology.
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Increasing spot freight rates indicate container shipping transformation
• According to Drewry, unprecedented transpacific spot freight rates signal that a transformation of the container 

shipping sector may be underway and that shippers need to adapt.
• Eastbound spot container freight rates have not just increased a lot since the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak; 

they now exceed previous historical highs by an eye-watering 40%.
• This week’s reading for the Drewry Hong Kong-Los Angeles spot freight rate benchmark ($/40ft container), the first 

spot rate index tracked in the container shipping industry, topped the previous record ($2,880 in 2012) by 
$1,201/40ft box, broke the $4,000 threshold and reached a 15-year high of $4,081 per 40ft container – more than 
double the long-term average price.

• The independent consultancy said in a statement “We believe what we are witnessing is something beyond the usual 
dynamics of market supply and demand at work. “True, Asian container shipments to the US are currently very 
strong, shippers are replenishing their inventories, there is a shortage of empty boxes in China and some shipping 
capacity has been taken out by carriers through cancelled sailings.

• “But the higher level of concentration in the ocean carrier industry, combined with new, tighter capacity 
management discipline among carriers are also behind these exceptional freight rate levels. Ocean carriers seem to 
have come to realize the opportunity presented by the COVID-19 crisis and that by managing capacity closely, they 
can manage prices with potency.”

Ocean carrier group seeks dray truckers’ chassis complaint dismissal
• A group of ocean carriers that has been accused of abusing its commercial position in how it secures container 

chassis wants a complaint brought before the U.S. Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) dismissed.
• The American Trucking Associations’ Intermodal Motor Carriers Conference (IMCC) alleged in its Aug. 17 complaint to 

the FMC that the Ocean Carrier Equipment Management Association (OCEMA) and its 10 carrier members use 
“unjust and unreasonable” chassis provision model practices by “requiring the use of OCEMA member default chassis 
providers and denying motor carriers their right to select the chassis provider for merchant haulage movements.”

• The trucking group said these actions violate the 1984 Shipping Act.
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New Long Beach bridge nears completion
• The new bridge at the Port of Long Beach is nearing completion and on course to open to traffic on 5 October.
• The six-lane, cable-stayed bridge will provide a major new regional highway connector as well as improve cargo 

movement at one of the world’s largest port complexes.
• “This new bridge is an incredible icon that will connect Long Beach to the world,” said Long Beach Mayor, Robert 

Garcia. “We will continue to build infrastructure and drive economic growth across the country.”
• The new bridge will provide a higher passage for cargo ships, extra traffic lanes for trucks and cars, emergency 

lanes, greater resiliency in an earthquake and a 100-year minimum lifespan. With the twin 50-story-high towers 
connecting 80 cables to the center span, the new bridge will be one of the tallest cable-stayed bridges in the United 
States and the first of its kind in California. The new bridge will also include a pedestrian-bicycle path and will be 
illuminated with dozens of LED lights that change colors.

Port Houston: Bigger ships need wider channel
• Port Houston officials say widening of the shipping channel is necessary to accommodate increasingly bigger vessels 

and maintain its status as a big driver of the Texas economy.
• “When you add it all up, the ship channel area is responsible for 1.35 million jobs in Texas, over 3 million 

nationwide, $339 billion in economic impact … in the state and $800 billion nationwide. And if you think about the 
GDP of the state of Texas, it’s about $1.4 trillion and so the impact of the ship channel is a big chunk, maybe 20%, of 
that GDP number,” said Rich Byrnes, Port Houston’s chief port infrastructure officer, during a webinar Thursday.

• “We are the biggest foreign waterborne tonnage port in the country and the No. 1 energy, petrochemical and 
manufacturing center in the country and perhaps the world [and] the No. 1 steel and project cargo [port].”

• The existing ship channel is 530 feet wide, and it’s not easy for two 150-foot-wide ships to pass, Byrnes said. “We do 
need to expand the size of the channel to accommodate the increasing size of the vessels so we can continue to 
support the growth.”

• The Army Corps of Engineers in April signed off on a five-year, $10 million feasibility study and Lori Brownell, Port 
Houston’s director of channel improvement, said Thursday the aim is for the widening work to begin next year.
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The Port of Los Angeles and Ports of Australia

Felixstowe suffering problems
Port of Felixstowe continues to be a troubled place. Over the past week, there have been a number of reports that it is 
struggling with congestion.

US Customs targets Chinese e-commerce with bid to reduce tax threshold
• US importers of Chinese goods valued below $800 may lose their exemption from tariffs, if a proposal from the US 

Customs & Border Protection agency (CBP) moves forward.
• On 2 September, CBP asked the US Office of Management & Budget for regulatory review of a proposal entitled 

Excepting Merchandise Subject to Section 301 Duties from the Customs De Minimis Exemption [of $800].
• “I think the biggest impact would be on AliExpress imports, including Wish, one of the largest marketplaces in the 

US, which could have a meaningful impact on e-commerce,” said Mike Scheschuk, CMO of Jungle Scout, which 
provides a platform for selling on Amazon.

• China’s e-commerce exports have soared, and according to one prediction, will climb beyond $199bn by 2022, up 
from $100.2bn in 2017, and the government is doing its bit to foster international growth through its cross-border 
e-commerce (CBEC) project.
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World merchandise trade fell 14% in volume, 21% in value in Q2 amid global lockdown
Global merchandise trade volumes declined by 14.3% in the second quarter of 2020 compared to the previous period 
as COVID-19 containment measures affected economies around the world.

LA–LB volume surge spreads upstream to congest marine terminals
The intensity of the Asia import surge is such that executives believe a return to normal container flow might still take 
months given how out of balance the system has already become in recent weeks.

U.S. House Passes Bill Supporting Jones Act Enforcement in Offshore Wind
• The U.S House of Representatives has passed the “Clean Economy Jobs and Innovation Act” seeking to reform U.S. 

energy policy and authorize major investments in research and development in transition to renewable and low-
carbon energy sources.

• Included in the bill was an amendment by to enforce Jones Act requirements for all offshore renewable energy 
production by clarifying that the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, a 1953 law governing offshore mineral and 
energy development, applies to lease sales for non-fossil fuel energy sources such as wind power, hydrokinetic, or 
ocean thermal energy conversion.

Maersk Calls for Action as Stranded Seafarers Rise to 400,000
• The world’s largest container shipping companies and the United Nations Secretary-General are appealing to 

governments to resolve a labor crisis that has stranded 400,000 workers on boats, according to a new estimate 
from the International Chamber of Shipping.

• Following an open letter from the CEOs of Unilever Plc, Procter & Gamble Co. and other consumer goods 
companies warning of disruption to the global supply chain if the seafarer crisis isn’t resolved, UN Secretary-
General Antonio Guterres asked governments to designate seafarers as “key workers” to ease their travels at 
borders and ports, adding that some had been on ships for more than 17 months. In addition to those stranded at 
sea, the ICS estimates another 400,000 are waiting on shore to relieve them, often with little or no pay.

⚓️gCaptain

⚓️gCaptain
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Lithuanian Port Caught In Belarus Crossfire
• A vital maritime trade hub for landlocked Belarus, the Lithuanian port of Klaipeda now faces economic fallout from 

the Baltic state's hard line against President Alexander Lukashenko.
• The embattled Belarusian leader has threatened to re-route import and export cargo through Russian ports after 

Lithuania and its neighbors Estonia and Latvia imposed sanctions against him.
• Klaipeda is the largest port in the Baltic states and handles more than 45 million tonnes of goods a year -- more than 

quarter of it from and to Belarus via Lithuanian rail.

US importers from Asia turn to short-term contracts to secure space
Having exhausted the space allotments in their annual contracts, retailers and other importers are signing short-term 
contracts to secure capacity at Asian load ports. This is pushing short-term contract rates higher.

UK ports respond to Brexit worst-case scenario
• The British Ports Association (BPA) has suggested that a major government and cross-industry effort is needed to 

ensure carriers and traders are prepared for Brexit.
• This is in response to the letter sent to trade bodies by the chancellor of Duchy of Lancaster Michael Gove which 

highlights potential issues for freight traffic after the Brexit transition period.
• The letter warns of 7,000-truck queues and delays of up to two days in Kent as carriers head to the Port of Dover to 

cross the English Channel to mainland Europe.
• In a statement released by the BPA it was noted that the ports industry is reporting that significant amounts of 

preparation is underway across the sector but that while there is obviously a lot going on elsewhere, wider trader 
preparedness is largely unknown.

• The UK has a range of ports all around the coast with additional capacity to handle EU-UK trade flows, many of whom 
are highly experienced in enabling global trade and border processes. It is vital that UK businesses understand their 
supply chain options and prepare really urgently for likely disruption in some areas and new requirements

• The association is closely engaged with discussions between government and the industry.
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CMA CGM hit by cyber attack, but says it is business as usual
• French container shipping line CMA CGM has confirmed it is the latest victim of a cyber attack, after its website and 

some those of its subsidiaries went down over the weekend.
• However, the group’s corporate website, cmacgm-group.com, was working and carried a message on its homepage.

Sea robbery incidents almost double in the Philippines
• Philippine anchorages and ports saw an increase in the number of incidents of sea robbery from January to 

September 2020, the ReCAAP Information Sharing Centre said in a special report.
• During the nine-month period, thirteen actual incidents were reported in the Philippines. Of these, nine incidents 

occurred at Manila anchorage, three at Batangas and one incident at General Santos Harbour anchorage.
• Containerships were mostly boarded at the anchorage area of Manila International Container Terminal (MICT), the 

largest container terminal in the country, while at Batangas, tankers were boarded since several of the country’s 
gas and oil depots are located there.

Transpacific rates bull run takes a breath as Golden Week holiday looms
Container spot rates on the transpacific eased back this week, suggesting the bull run on the trade may be ending.

Another new China-Europe multimodal sea-rail service launches next month
• Next month Russian Railways subsidiary JSC and Belintertrans-Germany (BIT-Germany) launch a multimodal sea-rail 

service from Altynkol on the Chinese border, via  Kaliningrad, to Hamburg.
• Pilot shipments this month and the previous saw a transit time from Chongqing to Hamburg of 12-14 days. The 

initiative has already welcomed confirmations from DHL, and from ITLG for goods from Xi’an.
• The new service will see two trains a day leave for Hamburg, with technology synchronizing them with container 

line schedules, thus reducing shipping times.
• UTLC ERA will arrange container rail transport between Altynkol and ports in the Kaliningrad region, while BIT-

Germany will organize the sea container leg to Hamburg
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• Millions of Americans eat at fast food restaurants 
every day—and they now have more options at 
their disposal than ever before.

• From burgers to pad thai, there’s a quick service 
restaurant that’ll satisfy almost any appetite. With 
all this choice, which fast food chains are the most 
popular among consumers?

• Using data from QSR Magazine, today’s infographic 
ranks the top 50 largest fast-food chains in the U.S. 
by sales in 2019, providing insight into the types of 
foods Americans have been craving.

• Unsurprisingly, McDonald’s comes in at #1 with 
over $40 billion in sales. Despite a scandal involving 
its former CEO, McDonald’s still significantly 
outsold its peers and made almost double that of 
the second-largest fast-food chain, Starbucks.

• But don’t worry, Starbucks did just fine for itself. 
With $21 billion in sales, the Seattle-based coffee 
chain saw a 5% increase compared to its numbers 
in 2018.
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Nearly One in Six Restaurants Shuttered Due to Pandemic Impact
• 6 months after the first restaurant pandemic shutdown, nearly one in six restaurants is either closed permanently 

according to the National Restaurant Association. This represents nearly 100,000 U.S. restaurants.
• Nearly 3m employees remain out of work, and the industry is on track to lose $240b in sales by the end of 2020.
• A survey asked restaurant operators about the six-month impact of the pandemic on their businesses and key 

findings are;
1. Consumer spending in restaurants is below usual levels in August, with sales down 34% on average.
2. The foodservice industry lost $165b in revenue from March to July and on track to lose $240b this year.
3. NRA research estimates that at least 100,000 restaurants will close in 2020.
4. 60% of operators report their restaurant's total operational costs (as a percent of sales) are higher than they 

were prior to the COVID-19 outbreak. On average, restaurant operators say their current staffing levels are 
just 71% of what they would typically be without COVID-19.

5. In a recent consumer survey, 56% of adults say they are aware of a restaurant in their community that 
permanently closed during the pandemic.

California to Ban Sale of New Gasoline-Powered Passenger Vehicles Come 2035
• California Gov. Gavin Newsom announced that the state will ban the sale of new gasoline-powered passenger cars 

and trucks in 2035, giving automakers 15 years' notice to boost their zero-emission efforts.
• Drivers could still own such vehicles and sell them on the used market, but prohibit the sale of all new gas-powered 

vehicles, reported the Associated Press. Newsom also wants medium and heavy-duty commercial trucks to be 100% 
zero-emission by 2045 "where feasible.“

New Jersey Moves Closer to Banning Plastic & Paper Bags, Styrofoam Containers
State lawmakers approved legislation to ban the use or sale of single-use plastic carryout bags, single-use paper 
carryout bags, and polystyrene foam foodservice products, and a limitation on the provision of single-use plastic straws. 
It would phase in these restrictions over time and would preempt municipal and county regulations.
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How to harness patients' financial profiles to drive satisfaction and boost the bottom line
• In healthcare settings across the country, clinicians seek to obtain a complete history, exam and diagnostic workup 

before treating the patient. No clinician would develop a treatment plan without understanding the individual 
patient's medical history.

• Yet, when it comes to billing, every encounter walks through the same assembly line that ultimately leads to the 
patient receiving a bill. Only when we hear from the patient (which is rare) do we begin to ask about his or her 
financial situation.

• What if we completed a financial diagnostic of the patient prior to sending the bill? How might patient-centric 
workflows and an understanding of the patient's behavioral economics improve net collections?

UPS Readies Freezer Farms to Ship Virus Vaccine
• United Parcel Service Inc. is building two giant freezer farms capable of super-cooling millions of vials of a COVID-19 

vaccine, preparing for the day when it will need to deliver the medicine at high speed across the globe.
• The facilities, under construction in Louisville, Kentucky, and the Netherlands, will house a total of 600 deep-

freezers that can each hold 48,000 vials of vaccine at temperatures as low as -112F. That’s on par with some of the 
coldest temperatures in Antarctica.

• Distributing a COVID-19 vaccine will be the second huge logistical challenge spawned by the pandemic for delivery 
giants UPS and FedEx, which earlier this year mobilized to airlift thousands of tons of protective gear across the 
world for health-care workers. This time the job is moving fragile vials of medicine under exacting conditions for the 
world’s best shot to stamp out the coronavirus and restore economies to normal.

• “This truly will be a historic supply chain feat to distribute millions, if not billions, of life-saving COVID-19 vaccine 
vials to far-reaching global populations,” said UPS Healthcare. “Lives will depend on us to get these vaccine 
deployments right, and we’re well-prepared to support all of these efforts until this pandemic is behind us.”

• Freezer farms are a standard solution in the pharma world, which has storage needs for delicate medical supplies 
such as blood samples, biological tissue or vaccines for a variety of diseases. UPS and FedEx already had some 
freezer capacity, but UPS realized it needed something on a much larger scale.

Healthcare Update 29
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AMC chiefs: This is the next decade's toughest3  decisions
• The migration from volume to value and from inpatient to outpatient.
• No hospital CEO should build another building that looks like the buildings we have today, because within 10 years, 

the way we provide care is going to look very, very different.
• Tying in data, analytics, technology to enable that care transformation and allow us to care for patients across their 

lifetime — that's the type of decision-making that's leading our thinking.

Computer Systems Fail At Major Hospital System After Ransomware Attack 
• Computers at Universal Health Services facilities — which has more than 400 locations, primarily in the U.S. —

began to shut down over the weekend in what is described as one of the largest medical cyberattacks ever.
• The hospital chain has been hit by what appears to be one of the largest medical cyberattacks in United States 

history. Computer systems for UHS, which has more than 400 locations, primarily in the U.S., began to fail over the 
weekend, and some hospitals have had to resort to filing patient information with pen and paper, according to 
multiple people familiar with the situation. 

• Bleeping Computer, which first reported the news, spoke to UHS employees who said the ransomware has the 
hallmarks of Ryuk, which first appeared in 2018 and is widely linked to Russian cybercriminals. Ryuk is typically used 
in so-called "big-game hunting" attacks in which hackers attempt to extort large ransoms from corporate victims. 
UHS says it has 90,000 employees and treats about 3.5 million patients each year, making it one of the US' largest 
hospital and health care network. 

More Employers Favor Expanded Medicare, Drug-Price Controls 
U.S. employers, battered by rising hospital and pharmaceutical prices, are increasingly open to a bigger government 
role in healthcare, including regulating prices and expanding Medicare to more working Americans. In one recent 
survey, more than three-quarters of responding employers said government regulation of drug prices and hospital rates 
would be “very helpful” or “somewhat helpful.” About half said a “Medicare public option” — usually understood to 
mean expanding eligibility for the large government health plan to younger Americans — would be helpful.
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Insurers Move To Stop Waiving Telehealth Copays This Week 
• Starting Oct. 1, several private health insurers will no longer fully pay for virtual visits under certain circumstances —

effectively reinstituting costs for patients reliant on the virtual care that has been heralded as a lifeline at a time 
when Covid-19 is still killing more than 700 Americans each day. 

• The insurance giant UnitedHealthcare is ending a “virtual visit” benefit that had been expanded to many members 
during the Covid-19 pandemic, through which it was covering the full cost of visits — without any cost to patients —
for individuals who were seeing in-network providers virtually for medical issues not related to Covid-19.

• And Anthem, the company behind a number of affiliated health plans across the country, will stop waiving the cost 
of copays, coinsurance, and deductibles for virtual visits not related to Covid-19. Beginning Oct. 1, a commercially 
insured “member’s cost shares will be applied based on the terms of the plan they purchased,” the spokesperson 
said, adding that Anthem-affiliated health plans “have a long history of covering telehealth visits.”

UnitedHealth Acquires Competitor To Amazon's PillPack
UnitedHealth Group has acquired DivvyDose, a startup that delivers medications in presorted packages, CNBC reported. 
The deal was valued at just over $300M, according to CNBC. A spokesperson for UnitedHealth declined to comment. 
Retailers have increasingly been acquiring pharmacy startups, with Amazon acquiring PillPack, a competitor to 
DivvyDose, in 2018, and Walmart recently acquiring medication management technology from CareZoe.

UnitedHealthcare teams with St. Luke to create new commercial narrow network plan
• UnitedHealthcare partnered with St. Luke’s Health System and Children’s Mercy in Kansas City to create a new 

narrow network commercial plan intended to offer a cheaper option.
• The plan would only provide care at the St. Luke system that includes 18 hospitals and 130 physician offices and the 

children’s hospital.
• UnitedHealthcare said in a release on Tuesday that the commercial plan, which becomes available on Jan. 1, will save 

up to 15% on their monthly premiums. The plan will be available on Jan. 1 to all fully insured and self-funded 
employers across several counties in Kansas.
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Hydrogen is at a ‘tipping point’ with $11 trillion market set to explode, says Bank of America
• After decades of false starts, hydrogen technology is poised to take off as falling production costs, technological 

improvements, and a global push toward sustainability converge, according to Bank of America. The firm believes this 
will generate $2.5 trillion in direct revenue — or $4 trillion if revenue from associated products such as fuel cell 
vehicles is counted — with the total market potential reaching $11 trillion by 2050.

• “Hydrogen … could supply our energy needs, fuel our cars, heat our homes, and help to fight climate change,” the 
firm said in a recent note to clients. “We believe we are reaching the point of harnessing the element that comprises 
90% of the universe, effectively and economically.”

Harley-Davidson e-bike with swappable batteries is designed to bond with the Millennials!
To stay ahead of the growing demand for environment-friendly lifestyle products,                                                
designer Tanner Van De Veer in collaboration with DAAPworks has proposed a                                                   
mid-weight Harley Davidson electric motorcycle, destined to revive the brand. The                                               
project goal is to bring a motorcycle to the streets which preserves the historical                                          
essence of the Harley design language while infusing contemporary trends. He calls it                                        
the “Harley Davidson Revival” and lends the bike an eco-conscious touch with the                                                
swappable electric battery pack. The electric powertrain of Revival will embody                                              
lightweight aesthetics, and yes, it will come sans any clutch or gears. Revival borrows                                      
its basic body structure design from the early designs of the                                                                
motorcycle which shaped its destiny in the early years of                                                                    
development. Adding to the basic skeletal structure,                                                                         
the designer infused elements of muscular                                                                                    
architecture for an urban appeal. The riding                                                                                 
position has been tweaked keeping in mind the                                                                                
kinematics and equal attention has been given to the                                                                         
design of sharp headlight, taillight, minimalistic instrument cluster, sturdy suspensions and adaptable foot pegs.
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Tesla’s $25,000 Electric Car Means Game Over For Gas And Oil
• The $25,000 tag doesn’t initially sound that impressive, when you can buy an                                                                       

internal combustion engine Toyota Corolla in the USA starting at under $20,000.                                                                                      
But this isn’t the market the car will be aimed at. The Tesla Model 3 starts at just                                                                                 
under $40,000 in the US and was clearly aimed at the luxury mid-sized market                                                                  
epitomized by the BMW 3-series, which its sales have annihilated in the USA. The                                                                     
new $25,000 car – shall we call it the Model 2? Everyone else is – will be aimed at                                                                                               
another European icon, the hugely popular VW Golf, which represents quality at                                               
an affordable price. You can pick one of those up for just over $23,000.

• Obviously, the “Model 2” is still a theory, but Musk was talking about the new battery enhancements being able to 
deliver the price enabling a Tesla EV at this level in 1.5-3 years’ time. 

Tesla’s Nemesis in China Is a Tiny $5,000 Electric Car From GM
• Known globally for its trucks and muscle cars, GM has scored a surprise hit in                                               

China with its local partners: a petite electric vehicle that sells for less than $5,000.
• The Hongguang MINI EV, made by SAIC-GM-Wuling Automobile Co., is currently                                                      

the hottest EV in China, the world’s biggest automobile market. Sales of the                                                                                    
compact four-seater beat industry giant Tesla in August, with consumers wowed                                                   
by its tiny price tag -- the EV retails for between $4,230 and $5,700 -- and its ability                                                                                    
to run for as many as 170 kilometers (106 miles) on a single charge. Orders                                                                                         
exceeded 30,000 units in just 50 days.

World’s largest LNG bunker vessel named in Rotterdam
The world’s largest LNG bunker vessel, Gas Agility, has been officially named at a ceremony held on Friday in Rotterdam.
The 18,600-m³ GTT Mark III Flex membrane vessel is owned by Emerald Green Maritime Limited, a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of MOL, and is chartered by Total’s affiliate Total Marine Fuels Global Solutions (TMFGS).
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• Looking at historical precedents, it’s about three times as bad as the global financial crisis of 2008 in terms of GDP 
decline on an annual basis. It's not quite as bad as the Great Depression in the 1930s, where the output drop was 
sustained over a three to four-year period, and the unemployment rate went up to 25% in the US. This time so far it 
only went up to 13% in the US, but it’s the worst downturn we’ve had globally since the 30s.

• The hardest hit are clearly any activities or any industries that depend on large groups of people coming together in 
a spot, so airlines are a perfect example of this. Air traffic is barely at 25% of what it was at the end of 2019 and it's 
not really going to recover for at least another couple of years. Hotels are another example. And there are huge 
amounts of excess capacity on cruise ships. Anything to do with conferences has also been hard hit.

• In terms of the industries that have done well, high tech is of course an example. Obviously, everybody's ordering 
from Amazon rather than going to stores                                                                                      
but beyond that a lot of industries are                                                                                      
looking to accelerate the digital revolution.                                                                                
Ironically, healthcare is also benefiting in                                                                                 
some sense, because of the demand.

• Taiwan and South Korea are notable for                                                                                       
their testing and tracing. If there's one                                                                                    
lesson from the experience there, it’s that                                                                                  
massive testing and massive back tracing                                                                                     
of contacts is crucial to keeping this thing                                                                                 
under control.

• Aside from the virus itself, in developing                                                                                   
countries, collapsing global growth, trade                                                                                   
and for a while, the collapse in commodity                                                                                   
prices has hurt their economies quite                                                                                        
dramatically.
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